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1. In [l] Erdijs and Straus published the following problem: Let (Q)~~,,, be 
a nonconstant sequence with &k = f I for all k. Prove that there is a finite 
subsequence for which Ci ckj/ki=O. A sharpening of this problem, and the 
related problem with C E,+;/(~/c~ + 1) in stead of C cki/kj were solved by the 
author. 
Solution of the latter problem appeared in [2]. A further discussion can be 
found in (31. In a reaction to this solution ErdGs defined the following properties 
for certain sequences of integers: Let 0 <al <a2 < . . . be a sequence of integers 
with C l/a, = 03. It is said to have property PI if for any nonconstant sequence 
(E,&~ N with Ed = f 1, all k, one can always select a finite subsequence {Q,.) so 
that 1 Eki/aki = 0; it is said to have property P2 if for every choice of &k = t 1 
for which C ck/ak converges, one can select a finite subsequence l&k;} so that 
C Eki/aki = 0. 
It is obvious from the definitions, that if a sequence has PI, then it has P2. 
On the other hand, as Erdijs remarked, P1 does not follow from P2. The 
example he gives, makes this clear: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . , (two and the odd numbers) 
has P2 but not P, . This can be seen as follows. The subsequence 3, 5, 7, . . . , 
has property PI as we mentioned above. If the sequence of (Q) is + I, - 1, - 1, 
- I, - 1, . . . , then no finite subsum can be 0. 
Moreover Erdiis remarked that the primes do not have PI and P2. 
Erdiis stated the following problems: 
I. If ak = czk+p, a, p integers, k= 0, 1,2, . . . , does (ak} have property PI ? Or 
at least does it have property P2? 
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II. Do the squarefree numbers have property P1 or P2? 
III. Does the sequence of squares from 22 onwards have P1? 
Problem I is solved in [4]. The solution of problem II will be the subject of 
this paper. In fact we shall show that the sequence {ak) of the squarefree 
numbers has property P1 and so P 2. Problem III is solved in [5]. General 
remarks and boundaries for sequences having Pi or P2 are discussed in [6]. 
2. Let (&k)kEN be a sequence with &k = * 1 for all k and let {ak} be the 
sequence of squarefree numbers. 
We make the assumption: 
(*) there cannot be selected a finite subsequence {ski} so that C i ~k,/ak, = 0 and 
will show that this leads to the conclusion that the sequence {+} is constant. 
Rewriting &k as &ok’ and defining P,. - = n z = l pk to be the product of the first n 
primes we can formulate the crucial 
THEOREM. Let (&k)kE N satisfy assumption (*). Then for any n 13 the sequence 
{+ ,d3, n dip,, dz5 is constant. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in section 3. Here we shall proof some 
lemma’s in preparation. 
We emphasize that all statements we make are under the assumption (*). Let 
Q be a squarefree number with P3 1 Q. (P3 = 2. 3. 5 = 30). Consider l/(Q/d) 
with dJP3. 
Below we make a list of some forbidden combinations of coefficients &p/d 
(listing only one of each complementary pair). 
Fraction --t 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
- - ~ ---- 
Q Q/2 Q/3 Q/5 Q/6 Q/l0 Q/15 Q/30 
Numerator 
as d/Q 
1 2 3 5 6 10 15 30 
+ + - (1) 
+ + - (2) 
“t + - (3) 
+ + + - (4) 
t + - (5) 
+ + + - (6) 
+ + + - (7) 
- + + - (8) 
- + + - (9) 
LEMMA I. If &lQh n>3, then from &Q=&Q/2 it follows that &Q=&Q/2 = 
=&Q/3 =&Q/5 = &Q/6 = &Q/IO = &Q/l5 = &Q/30* 
PROOF. This is immediately clear from the relations (l), (2), . . . , (6) of our list. 
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LEMMA II. If p3 1 Q I$‘,, n > 3, assuming eQ15 = + 1, one of the following possi- 
bilities for signs &Q/d, dl P3 must occur: 
‘Q/2 “Q/3 EQ/5 &Q/6 ‘Q/IO ‘Q/H EQ/30 
A + + + -I- + + + + 
B + - + + + + + + I 
c - + - + + + + + 
D - + + + -t + + -t 
PROOF. Assuming &Q = &Q/Z = -  1 by lemma I yields a contradiction. Assuming 
&Q/2 = &Q/3 = - 1 by (2) yields a contradiction. 
There rests: 
“Q/2 &Q/3 &Q/5 
A’ + + + 
B’ + - + + 
C’ - + - + 
D’ - + + + 
case A follows from A’ by lemma I, case B follows from B’ by (31, (7), (5), (6) 
respectively, case C follows from C’ by (81, (9), (51, (6) respectively, and equally 
case D follows from D’ by (8), (91, (5), (6) respectively. 
Taking Q=30 we obtain, as a consequence of lemma II, that the starting 
terms of (Ebb} are equal. We will continue this and prove that all terms of {ea,) 
are equal. The essential step is the inductionargument in lemma V. 
Lemma V is prepared by lemma III and IV. 
LEMMA III. Under the conditions of lemma II, x/Q with x= 1,2, . . . ,7, can be 
written as 
&Q/d 
C’ - dlP, Q/d’ 
(We use C’, C” to indicate a suitable subsum of C). 
PROOF. If in the scheme in lemma II &Q/x occurs and is equal to -t 1 there is 
nothing to proof, so we can restrict ourselves to considering in 
41 171 1 case A: -ZZ-+- -=---+- 
Q Q Q/3’ Q Q Q/6’ 
21 1141 1711 case B: -=--- - -=- - -=-+- 
Q Q Q/2+ Q/3’ Q Q + Q/3’ Q Q Q/6’ 
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113 1 14 117 11 case C: --J-C --+- 
Q Q Q/2’ 5 
- _ -- pm=-- - 
Q/3 + Q/6’ Q Q+Q/5’e=Q/2+Q/S- 
1 4 17 11 c&D: L= -L+---- -= -L+- 
Q Q Q/2’ Q Q Q/5’e=Q/2+Q/5’ 
Checking that the right signs are used, finishes the proof. 
LEMMA IV. Every prime Pk+ t, kl3 can be Written as 
pk+l= c’ pi+& 05x57. 
4sisk 
PROOF. We shall in fact prove that every positive integer y can be written as 
j?= c’ pj+x,&<y, 01x57. 
41isk 
(we will take C ‘= 0, if k < 4 or when & does not exist (y = 1,2)). 
For y 5p4 = 7 this statement is true. (Choose y =x). Suppose the statement is 
true for y Spn, n L 4. We will prove that it holds for y sppr + r . Obviously we 
only have to verify it for pn <y sp,, + , . Now pn <y sp,, + r means by “Bertrand’s 
postulate” that 0 <y -p,, spn + r -pn <pu. Therefore 
Y-Pn= E’ Pi+x, Pk<Y-Pn<Pn, 05x57, 
4sisk 
by the induction hypothesis. This means 
Y=Pn+ C’ pi+x 
4sisk 
which can be written as 
y= C” Pi+X,Pn<y, 01X17. 
45isn 
Thus we proved the more general statement and so the lemma. 
LEMMA V. (the induction step in the proof of the theorem): For n 14, 
3rksn- 1, it holds that: 
If for any integer Q, with pk 1 Q 1 P,, , the sequence (E~,~], dl Pk, dr 5, is 
constant, then for any integer Q, with Pk+l IQ1 P,, the sequence {E~,~}, 
dlPk+l, dr5 iS Constant. 
PROOF. Let Q be such that P k+ 1 I Q I P, . This automatically gives Pk ( Q / P,. By 
the assumption of the lemma this means {&e/d}, d /Pk, dr 5 is constant. 
There is no loss of generality if we take &Q/S = 1. Then 
(4 &Q/d=1 if dlPk and dz5. 
From lemma IV we get 
P&L& 
Q 
4Crk fj+G, Osxs7, or - 
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or since pi 1 Pk and pi > 5 and by lemma III 
This gives, using assumption (*), that E~/~,,+ I = 1. 
In a similar way: 
1 'Q/h + I 
- Q/'~JI,+, + Q/'pk+ 1 
+ IE' 
‘Q/P. L+ 1' &Q/d - = 0 = 1. 4Sisk Q/pi implies d~P3 Q/d &Q,Ilpk+ 1 
By lemma I with Q/pk+ I in stead of Q we have: 
(B) ’ = ‘Q/P,~+, = &Q/2pk+ 1 = &Q/3pk+ 1 = &Q/5pk+ l . 
Finally we may remark that as P k+l 1 QlP, we may write Q=pk+ lQ’ with 
Pk 1 Q’IP,, so by the assumption of the lemma again, we have: (&Qr/d}, d ]Pk, 
d 2 5 is a constant sequence which is the same as 
((7 {&Q/dp,,,h dPk+l Ihr+,v dpk + 1 2 5pk + I is a constant sequence. 
As any divisor d of P k+ I must be a divisor of pk or contain a factor pk+ 1, from 
(A), (B) and (C) the lemma follows. 
3. We are now abIe to carry out the final steps in the solution of the 
problem. At first we can give, by arranging the conclusions we have hitherto 
drawn, the 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. For n = 3 the theorem follows at once by taking 
n = 3 in Lemma II, For n > 3 the theorem follows by induction to k from lemma 
II and lemma V. The deciding conclusion is now given in the following: 
COROLLARY. The sequence (E”~} is constant. 
PROOF. Consider eak. 
Since ak iS Squarefree, there exists an integer n 2 3 such that ak lp, and 
d’=(P,/t7,)?5. 
By the theorem then follows &ok = E~,/~ = E~,/~, = sl. 
As remarked in the beginning of section 2 we have now proved indeed: The 
sequence of squarefree numbers has property Pr . 
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